SOLVING OUR WORLD’S ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES WILL TAKE A NEW BREED OF LEADER

Duke will prepare you to lead.
Duke University’s professional master’s programs in environmental management and forestry at our world-renowned Nicholas School of the Environment combine rigorous classroom academics with an emphasis on practical, skills-based instruction in environmental management, science and policy. No other university takes such a broad approach to preparing our students to address the outstanding environmental issues facing society today.

With a variety of concentrations to choose from, plus opportunities to earn a professional Master of Environmental Management or Master of Forestry degree concurrently with a master’s degree in business, law, public policy, engineering or education, Duke allows you to design an individualized program that will prepare you for leadership in the corporate, nonprofit, government or academic sector— wherever you see yourself making a difference.

And if you are a practicing environmental professional with five years experience there is the DEL (Duke Environmental Leadership) MEM, an online and on-campus two-year, 30-credit degree program that allows working professionals to pursue a MEM degree in environmental leadership while continuing to work.

At Duke learning doesn’t stop when you leave the classroom. You have numerous unique, value-added opportunities.

CONTACT
Academic and Enrollment Services
Nicholas School of the Environment
T: 919-613-8070    F: 919-613-8719
ADMISSIONS@NICHOLAS.DUKE.EDU

facebook.com/DukeEnvironment
twitter.com/dukeenvironment
nicholas.duke.edu

DUKE WILL PREPARE YOU TO LEAD.

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (MEM)
MASTER OF FORESTRY (MF)
DUKE ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP (ONLINE MEM) PROGRAM

NICHOLAS SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
forging a sustainable future
WHAT SETS US APART?

YOU WILL GRADUATE WITH

• the knowledge to understand the complexities of today's environmental challenges;
• the practical skills to devise and implement effective solutions;
• the ability to think critically across disciplines; and
• the flexibility to work in teams or individually — everything you need to lead, whatever career path you choose.

CERTIFICATES

- Geospatial Analysis Certificate
- Environmental Innovation and Entrepreneurship Certificate
- Sustainable Systems Analysis Certificate
- Community-based Environmental Management Certificate
- International Development Policy Certificate
- Global Health Certificate
- Latin-American and Caribbean Studies Certificate
- East Asian Studies Certificate
- Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies Certificate
- Russia Legal Studies Program Certificate

RESEARCH CENTERS

- Center for Geospatial Medicine
- Center on Global Change
- Center for Tropical Conservation
- Duke River Center
- Duke University Wetland Center
- Superfund Research Center
- The Duke Energy Initiative

CAREER AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The Nicholas School career center is dedicated to our students and their needs. We connect employers to top-quality students and “seasoned” alumni. Students emerge from our program as multi-talented problem-solvers who are poised in a corporate boardroom, confident on Capitol Hill, and comfortable in natural surroundings. They join the ranks of our alumni - leaders in conservation management, industry, government, environmental consulting and academia.

CONCURRENT DEGREES

- The Fuqua School of Business
- Duke Law School
- The Sanford School for Public Policy
- The Pratt School of Engineering

and opportunities at other universities

- The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- North Carolina State University
- North Carolina Central University

WORLD-CLASS EDUCATION BY WORLD-RENOWNED FACULTY

Nicholas School faculty members are recognized for their expertise on a wide range of environmental issues, from climate change and endangered species, to environmental health effects and water quality.

STATE-OF-THE-ART RESOURCES + FACILITIES

The Nicholas Schools boasts: 1. LEED-certified buildings—Environment Hall (opened in spring 2014) in Durham, and the Pilkey Laboratory (opened early spring 2014) at the Marine Lab in Beaufort, NC—which offer state-of-the-art facilities and cutting edge technologies; 2. Duke Forest, a 7,000-acre outdoor lab for teaching and research, hiking and recreation, and the Duke Marine Lab, a year-round coastal campus three hours away in Beaufort; and 3. Collaborative study, research, internship and work opportunities with the Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions, the Lemur Center, the Center for Global Change, the Duke Wetland Center and the Center for Tropical Conservation.

VIBRANT SOUTHERN LOCATION

Ranked by national publications like Money, Forbes, Fortune and The New Yorks Times as one of the best places to live and work in America, Durham, NC, combines the atmosphere and hospitality of a southern town, with the vibrancy and amenities of a major metropolitan city with thriving local food culture that has earned it the title of “Foodiest Small Town in America.” Located in the center of the state, Durham is just a few hours’ drive in either direction to the majestic Blue Ridge Mountains and the pristine beaches of North Carolina’s Outer Banks.